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Executive Summary 

In last week’s update we already warned not to be fooled by last Friday’s one day wonder rally, which in fact not 

until the last hour of trading turned the NAZ positive for that week. We showed using objective analyses of the charts 

that in fact price was exactly behaving as we had predicted the week prior and had already reached inside our ideal 

target zone True to form, price peaked a few points higher on Monday and since then it’s been pretty much downhill 

from there, with a few twists and turns. As such price continues to follow our preferred paths both short and long 

term as laid out several weeks ago and continues to track the early bear market of 2008.  

This update will be shorter than last weeks, as our 2008 analogy special section paid off and was correct. Now we’re 

looking at a lower price low (SPX1865-1855) for intermediate a of major c, after a short lived bounce (minute iv), to 

be followed by a more sustained, multi-day 3-day rally (intermediate b). That rally will then –again- be sold off to 

new lows with an ideal target of SPX1800-1750 (intermediate c).  

All charts (weekly, daily, SMAs, etc) want to see lower prices going forward. However, the CPCE (put/call ratio) is at 

0.92 and thus forewarning us of an impending bottom, in line with our preferred count.  

 

Since price is doing exactly as it should in a bear market we’ve changed our one-liner: 

 

This is a bear market; act accordingly.  
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Elliot wave update: short term 

Two weeks ago we confirmed major a, and were already looking for a major b high in the SPX1925-1995 range. Then 

in last week’s update we almost confirmed major b and narrowed its target down to SPX1945-1975 (yellow box). 

That high took only 2 more days before we could stick a label to it, and it was right in our target zone  Then we 

suggested a low in the SPX 1880-1870 area, we got SPX1872, to be followed by at least a bounce, which we also got. 

So yes, dare we say we’ve been nailing this crazy market turn by turn, and trust us, once the big Primary C hits it will 

be a lot easier. 

While we presented an alternate count the past week, with only intermediate a of major b at SPX1947, and price 

now in intermediate b, we keep it as the alternate as there is still no indication of a “vicious” c-wave up. Insteadt the 

market keeps going lower, as expected. However, we cannot rule this count out just yet –though it is not supported 

by the other charts- and as such we placed the “a?” at the SPX1947 high.  

Figure 1. SPX 15min chart: Tracking the corrective wave major b up. Price has now entered our preferred target zone.  

 

Moving on, we placed a minor a label at the recent SPX1872 low and then changed the tentative i/a, ii/b, count to 

an a,b,abc count up to SPX 1927. Since then the market has dropped in a picture perfect impulse pattern with a sub-

dividing 3rd wave: i, ii, 1, 2, 3, 4, iii. Price is now in minut iv of minor c of intermediate a. Given that (orange) micro 4 

=2, we can use a ii=iv relationship as well to target iv (white upper box), and a v=i relationship to target all of 

intermediate a (lower white box with red “a”). These target zones are: SPX1888-1894 and SPX1865-1855. Trading 

like this can’t get any easier. 

Once intermediate a bottoms, early next week, intermediate b will take price back up to a 38.2-50% retrace of 

intermediate a (red box with red “b”); anywhere between SPX1895-1915. Then intermediate c takes hold and should 

throttle the market to our long term and ideal target zone of SPX1800-1750, with a sweet spot of SPX1775.  
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Market update. 

One of the reasons we believe major b has topped is because the daily TI chart suggests lower prices instead of 

higher prices: all TIs are now pointing down. To remain objective, we keep the green uptrend channel with red 

projection lines and price stopped right at the lower trend line today. Obviously, otherwise everybody would know 

more down is coming; now we can all still do some guessing over the weekend; but the power of EW and OEW on 

page 2 has most likely already spoiled the surprise for us. Note how price once again was stopped by the CRUCIAL 

SPX8172 level (horizontal red line). A break below targets SPX1800, as the moving coming in was 75p (SPX1947-

1872): 1872-75 = 1797. Note price is below ALL SMAs again (5d to 200d); so even the short term trend is down.  

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. All TIs pointing down. More downside likely 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Last week we already said that being bullish due to one up day, which caused for example the NAZ to turn green for 

the week in only the last hour of trading, was not a wise POV. We hope you listened, because now the NAZ is down 

5.4% for the week… Just look at the charts of AAPL, AMZN, NFLX, GOOG, FB, LNKD, TSLA, etc and you will see very 

nasty looking charts, with most already having lost 25-50% of their value… This is a bear market folks, make no 

mistake, and it’s only the beginning. That said, the weekly chart did exactly as we projected a few weeks ago by 

hitting SPX1950 (OK, 1947…) this week and then reversing. The weekly chart looks weak and bleak with price at the 

lower Bollinger band and those are expanding; weakness. We see no reason to change this chart and still expect 

price to reach the S2 level or there about.  

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart. Price continues to track along as projected weeks ago. None-ideal weekly A.I. buy signal 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth, as measured by the McClellan Oscillators for the SPX, improved dramatically on Friday last week, 

and has remained positive for the whole week. This means less stocks are actually participating in the decline, which 

is coming to an end. As in 2008 –and as shown in the daily update in the past week- we expect the Summation Index 

to set up positive divergence (+ div) with price once major c of primary A has completed (See orange box). Hence 

why we placed the dotted red and green lines in 2016. The + div will be the tell and setup for Primary B: a multi 

month sloppy “rally” that will lull everybody (who isn’t an intelligent investing premium member  ) back into sleep 

thinking the bear is dead, just before they pull the rug out from under. Make no mistake it is coming. 

Figure 7. SPXMO remains positive the whole week: less stocks participating in the decline. Waiting for + div on SI.  
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Miscellaneous  

Our LT (long term) and ST (short term) SMA charts continue to be very weak. The LT SMA continues to be almost 

100% bearish (long term trend is down!), and the short term chart improved is in fact more bearish then last week 

as now 1 more SMA dropped below the dotted (reference, slowest moving) SMA. Price is below ALL SMAs. This is 

simple as bearish as it can get. Period. 

Figure 8. LT-SMA chart remains almost 100% bearish.             ST-SMA chart also remains almost 100% bearish  

 

Depending a bit on how we draw the ascending green trend channel, VIX moved back above its trend channel’s 

center line, but remains below its 20d SMA. Appears there’s little fear in the market interestingly enough… Last week 

the CPCE (options put/call ratio) –which is at extreme readings a contrarian indicator- registered rather low at 0.58; 

a level we said coincide with tops, not bottoms, as “everybody” is long. True to form the S&P500 dropped 3%... 

Funny how that continues to work. Now, however, CPCE is reading 0.92 and is getting close to a “bottom” warning; 

well in line with our preferred intermediate a count. Such a high reading means “Everybody” is now short… Wanna 

bet we’ll go up soon next week   

Figure 9. VIX daily chart: little fear... CPCE at “bottom is close” levels 
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ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


